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Abstract
We present here the solution of the problem on linearization of third-order ordinary differential
equations by means of point and contact transformations. We provide, in explicit forms, the necessary
and sufficient conditions for linearization, the equations for determining the linearizing point and
contact transformations as well as the coefficients of the resulting linear equations.
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1. Introduction
Sophus Lie showed [7, Chapter 3, §3, p. 85], that the third-order ordinary differential
equations connected by contact transformations with the simplest linear equation u′′′ = 0
are at most cubic in the second-order derivative. Lie himself did not investigate further the
problem of linearization of third-order equations neither by contact nor by point transfor-
mations. We owe to Shiing-shen Chern [1,2] the first significant result toward the solution
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tions. Using Cartan’s method, he obtained conditions for the equivalence with the equations
u′′′ = 0 and u′′′ + u = 0. In his work, the conditions for linearization are given in terms
of geometric invariants of contact transformations and do not provide practical methods
for determining linearizing transformations. Likewise, the conditions for equivalence with
an arbitrary linear equation announced in [8] (see also [3]) are not given explicitly. Guy
Grebot [4] studied the linearization of third-order equations by means of a restricted class
of point transformations, namely t = ϕ(x), u = ψ(x, y). However, the problem was not
completely solved (see further Remark 2.4). Recently, we have solved [6] the problem on
linearization by general point transformations.
In the calculations presented here, we used computer algebra packages. The final results
were checked by comparing with theoretical results on invariants as well as by applying to
numerous known and new examples of linearization.
2. Point transformations of third-order equations
This section is dedicated to linearization of the third-order equations
y′′′ = f (x, y, y′, y′′) (2.1)
by means of point transformations
t = ϕ(x, y), u = ψ(x, y). (2.2)
We first investigate the necessary conditions for linearization and find the general form of
Eq. (2.1) that can be obtained from linear equations by any point transformation. In conse-
quence, we arrive at two classes of equations providing the candidates for linearization by
point transformations. The first class contains equations that are linear in the second-order
derivative and at most cubic in the first derivative, while the second class is quadratic in the
second derivative with a specific dependence on the first derivative. We write the general
linear third-order equation in Laguerre’s form
u′′′ + α(t)u = 0. (2.3)
2.1. The candidates for linearization
Using the common rules for the transformations of derivatives under the change of






(ϕx + y′ϕy)y′′′ − 3ϕy(y′′)2
]+ · · · , (2.4)
the omitted terms being at most linear in y′′. The subscripts x and y denote the differenti-
ations in x and y, respectively, and
∆ = ϕxψy − ϕyψx = 0 (2.5)
is the Jacobian of the change of variables (2.2). It is manifest from Eq. (2.4) that the trans-
formations (2.2) with ϕy = 0 and ϕy = 0, respectively, provide two distinctly different
candidates for linearization (cf. Eq. (5.5)).
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in (2.3) and obtain the following equation:
y′′′ + (A1y′ + A0)y′′ + B3y′3 + B2y′2 + B1y′ + B0 = 0, (2.6)
where
A1 = 3ψ−1y ψyy, A0 = 3(ϕxψy)−1(ϕxψxy − ψyϕxx), (2.7)








)−1(3ϕ2xxψx − ϕxxxϕxψx − 3ϕxxϕxψxx + ϕ2xψxxx + αψϕ5x). (2.10)
If ϕy = 0, we set r(x, y) = ϕx/ϕy and arrive at the following equation:
y′′′ + 1
y′ + r
[−3(y′′)2 + (C2y′2 + C1y′ + C0)y′′




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































. (2.20)Here ∆ = ϕxψy − ϕyψx is the Jacobian (2.5).
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tion.
Thus, every linearizable third-order equation belongs either to the class of equa-
tions (2.6) with linear dependence on the second derivative y′′ or to the class of equa-
tions (2.11) that are at most quadratic in y′′ with a specific dependence on y′. In Sec-
tions 2.2 and 2.3, we formulate the main theorems containing necessary and sufficient
conditions for linearization as well as the methods for constructing the linearizing point
transformations for each candidate. The proofs and illustrative examples are provided in
the subsequent sections.
2.2. The linearization test for Eq. (2.6)
Consider the first candidate for linearization, i.e., Eq. (2.6). In this case, the linearizing
transformations (2.2) have the form
t = ϕ(x), u = ψ(x, y). (2.21)
Theorem 2.1. Equation (2.6),
y′′′ + (A1y′ + A0)y′′ + B3y′3 + B2y′2 + B1y′ + B0 = 0, (2.6)
is linearizable if and only if its coefficients obey the following five equations:
A0y − A1x = 0,
(




3A1x + A0A1 − 3B2 = 0, 3A1y + A21 − 9B3 = 0, (2.23)(
9B1 − 6A0x − 2A20
)
A1x + 9(B1x − A1B0)y + 3B1yA0 − 27B0yy = 0. (2.24)
Provided that the conditions (2.22)–(2.24) are satisfied, the linearizing transforma-
tion (2.21) is defined by a third-order ordinary differential equation for the function ϕ(x),









and by the following integrable system of partial differential equations for ψ(x, y):
3ψyy = A1ψy, 3ψxy = (3χ + A0)ψy, (2.27)
ψxxx = 3χψxx + B0ψy − 16
(
3A0x + A20 − 3B1 + 9χ2
)
ψx − Ωψ, (2.28)




9A0xx + 18A0xA0 + 54B0y − 27B1x + 4A30 − 18A0B1 + 18A1B0
)
. (2.29)
Finally, the coefficient α of the resulting linear equation (2.3) is given by
−3α = Ωϕx . (2.30)
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conditions for linearization, it is invariant with respect to the transformations (2.21). It
means that the left-hand sides of Eqs. (2.22)–(2.24) are relative invariants (of the second-
order) for the equivalence group (2.21).
Remark 2.2. Using (2.22) and (2.23), one can replace Eq. (2.24) by
Ωy = 0. (2.31)
Equation (2.31) follows from (2.30) since ϕy = 0 and hence (α(t))y = (α(ϕ(x))y = 0.
Remark 2.3. Let us assume that Ω = 0. Then one can find the expressions for ϕxx and
ϕxxx from Eq. (2.30) and substitute them in (2.25) to obtain
α−8/3Ω8/3
(
6αα′′ − 7(α′)2)= 6ΩxxΩ − 7Ω2x − 9βΩ2, (2.32)
where β = (3B1 − A20 − 3A0x)/3 and α′ is the derivative of the function α(t).
Remark 2.4. If Ω = 0, the necessary and sufficient conditions for linearization given by
our four equations (2.22), (2.23) together with the fifth equation Ω = 0 are equivalent to
the five equations given by (22), (23), (24) and (21) from [4].
If Ω = 0, the conditions (22), (23), (26) and (21) are given in [4] as the necessary and
sufficient conditions for linearization. However, upon examining simple examples (e.g., the
equation y′′′ + y2 = 0, see [6]) this statement appears false. To complete the linearization
test, our Eq. (2.24) or the equivalent Eq. (2.31) should be added. Note that our Eq. (2.32)
is equivalent to the equation (26) from [4] after substituting the factor 7 which is missing
in [4].
2.3. The linearization test for Eq. (2.11)
Theorem 2.2. Equation (2.11) is linearizable if and only if its coefficients obey the follow-
ing equations:
























































9(rC2 − 2C1) ∂r
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2r
∂x2
+ 6(3C1 + 4rC2) ∂r
∂x











− 4rC21 − 2r2C1C2 + 20r3C22 + 72r3D4 − 270r4D5, (2.36)












− C21 − 5rC1C2 + 14r2C22 + 54r2D4 − 180r3D5, (2.37)








































































Provided that the conditions (2.33)–(2.40) are satisfied, the transformation (2.2) mapping
Eq. (2.11) to a linear equation (2.3) is obtained by solving the following compatible system























































































where H is the function defined in (2.41).
Remark 2.5. Equations (2.33)–(2.40) define eight relative invariants of the second-order
for the general point transformation group (2.2) (cf. Remark 2.5).
3. Proof of the linearization theorems
The proof of the linearization theorems formulated above requires investigation of inte-
grability conditions for the equations given in Section 2.1. We will consider the problem for
the candidates (2.6) and (2.11) separately. The problem is formulated as follows. Given the
coefficients Ai(x, y),Bi(x, y) and Ci(x, y),Di(x, y) of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.11), respectively,
find the integrability conditions of the respective equations for the functions ϕ and ψ .
3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Let us turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1 on linearization of Eq. (2.6). Namely, given
the coefficients Ai(x, y),Bi(x, y) of Eq. (2.6), we have to find the necessary and sufficient
conditions for integrability of the over-determined system (2.7)–(2.10) for the unknown
functions ϕ(x) and ψ(x, y).




, A1 = 3Hy
H
,
where W = ψy/ϕx and
H = ψy. (3.1)
Equation (3.1) and the definition of W yield:
ϕx = HW−1. (3.2)
Differentiation of Eq. (3.2) with respect to y yields:
Wy = HyWH−1. (3.3)
Now Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are written in the form




2HxxHW 2 − 3H 2xW 2 + 2HxWxHW + WxxH 2W + W 2x H 2
)
,respectively. Furthermore, Eq. (2.10) for B0 becomes
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+ 3(HWx − WHx)HW 2ψxx + H 2W 3ψxxx − H 3W 3B0 + αH 5ψ = 0. (3.4)
One can determine α from Eq. (3.4). Namely, the reckoning shows that it is convenient
to use, instead of S = 0, the equation





H 3W 2B0y − HxxxH 2W 2 + 4HxxHxHW 2 − 3HxxWxH 2W
− 3H 3xW 2 + 4H 2xWxHW − HxWxxH 2W − HxW 2xH 2 + HyB0H 2W 2
]
. (3.5)
Since ϕ = ϕ(x), we have αy = 0 and Eq. (3.5) yields:







3HxyH 2x − HHxyHxx
+ H 2Hxxxy − HHxxxHy − 3HHxxyHx + 4HxxHxHy − 3H−1H 3x Hy
]
− W−1[4H 2x HyWx − HHxHyWxx − 4HHxyHxWx − 3HHxxHyWx
+ H 2HxyWxx + 3H 2HxxyWx
]− HW−2W 2x [HHxy − HyHx] = 0. (3.6)
Rewriting Eq. (3.2) in the form
H = Wϕx (3.7)
and invoking that ϕ = ϕ(x), the representations for B2 and B3 can be written as
B2 = 3W−1Wxy, B3 = W−1Wyy.
The representation for B1, upon denoting χ = ϕ−1x ϕxx , leads to Eq. (2.25):
3
(
2χ ′ − χ2)= 3B1 − 3∂A0
∂y
− A20. (3.8)
Using Eq. (3.3) and the expressions for A0 and A1, one determines the first-order deriv-
atives of W :







+ A0A1, 9B3 = 3∂A1
∂y
+ A21.







Since ϕ, and hence χ does not depend on y, differentiation of Eq. (3.8) with respect to y
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atives, from Eq. (3.6) and arrive at Eq. (2.24).
Equations (2.27) are provided by (3.9) whereas Eq. (2.28) is obtained from Eq. (3.4).
Thus, we can obtain all third-order derivatives of ψ . Namely Eq. (2.28) gives ψxxx , and the
remaining derivatives ψxxy,ψxyy and ψyyy are obtained from Eqs. (2.27) by differentiat-
ing. The reckoning shows that all mixed fourth-order derivatives found from these different
expressions for the third-order derivatives are equal. It means that Eqs. (2.27)–(2.28) for
ψ(x, y) are in involution. Finally, we obtain Eqs. (2.29)–(2.30) from (3.5) and complete
the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2
The problem is formulated as follows. Given the coefficients Ci(x, y), Di(x, y) of
Eq. (2.11), find the necessary and sufficient conditions for integrability of the over-
determined system (2.12)–(2.20) for the unknown functions ϕ(x, y) and ψ(x, y). Recall
that, according to our notation, the following equations hold:







Let us simplify the expressions (2.12)–(2.14) for the coefficients Ci . We rewrite the
right-hand side of Eq. (2.12) in the form
3
∆ϕy






































W(x,y) = h(x) ∆
ϕ2y
.
Since the coefficient h(x) will not appear in the expression (3.14) for C2, we will let h = 1
without loss of generality and get
∆ = Wϕ2y . (3.15)
Then Eqs. (3.14), (2.13) and (2.14) yield:
Wy Wx + rWy rWx − 2Wrx
C2 = 3
W
, C1 = 3
W
− 6ry, C0 = 3
W
. (3.16)









3Wϕ2yy − 3ϕ2yWyy − Wϕ2yD4 + 5ϕ2yrWD5
)
. (3.18)



















































































































































r4 + D4r4W − 4D5r5W
]
. (3.22)
Let us turn now to the integrability problem. One can find all third-order derivatives of
the functions ϕ and ψ by using Eqs. (3.12), (3.17) and (3.18). Then, calculating the cross














































Furthermore, we consider the equation (ψxyy)y = (ψyyy)x and write it in the form
S ≡ 2 αϕ3y − H = 0, (3.24)
where (cf. (2.41))




































The reckoning shows that the above equations for the functions ψ(x, y) and ϕ(x, y) are in
involution. Namely, all mixed fourth-order derivatives found from different equations are
equal. Eliminating W from the above relations, one arrives at the linearization conditions
summarized in Section 2.3. For example, using the expressions for C1 and C2 given in
(3.16) one can find the first derivatives of W :
Wy = 13WC2, Wx =
1
3
W(C1 − rC2 + 6ry). (3.25)
Equating the mixed derivatives Wxy and Wyx , one obtains (2.35):
(C2)x − (C1)y + C2ry + r(C2)y − 6ryy = 0.
Other equations from Section 2.3 are obtained by invoking Eqs. (3.25) in the expressions
for the functions D0,D1,D2,D3, (D4)x , and (D4)y . This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 2.2.
4. Illustration of the linearization theorems
4.1. Examples on Theorem 2.1














y′ + 6 y
x3
= 0 (4.1)
is an equation of the form (2.6) with the coefficients
A1 = − 6
y
, A0 = − 3
x
, B3 = 6
y2
, B2 = 6
xy
, B1 = 6
x2
, B0 = 6y
x3
. (4.2)
One can readily verify that the coefficients (4.2) obey the conditions (2.22)–(2.24). We
have3B1 − A20 − 3A0x = 0, (4.3)




− χ2 = 0.
Let us take its simplest solution χ = 0. Then, invoking (2.26), we let ϕ = x. Now
Eqs. (2.27) are written












, K = const.
Hence
ψ = − K
xy
+ f (x).




Invoking (4.3) and noting that (2.29) yields Ω = 0, one can readily verify that the function
ψ = 1/(xy) solves Eq. (2.28) as well. Since Ω = 0, Eq. (2.30) gives α = 0. Hence, the
transformation
t = x, u = 1
xy
(4.4)
maps Eq. (4.1) to the linear equation
u′′′ = 0.
Example 4.2. Consider the following equation of the form (2.6):
y′′′ + 3
y
y′y′′ − 3y′′ − 3
y




, A0 = −3, B3 = 0, B2 = − 3
y
, B1 = 2, B0 = −y
obey the linearization conditions (2.22)–(2.24). Furthermore,
3B1 − A20 − 3A0x = −3




− 3χ2 = −3.
We take its evident solution χ = 1 and obtain from (2.26) the equation ϕ′′ = ϕ′, whence
ϕ = ex.
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, ψxy = 0
and can be readily solved. We take the simplest solution ψ = y2 and obtain the following
change of variables (2.21):
t = ex, u = y2. (4.6)
Substituting Ω = −2 and ϕx = ex = t in (2.30), we obtain α(t) = −2t−3. Thus, Eq. (4.5)
is mapped by the transformation (4.6) to the linear equation
u′′′ − 2
t3
u = 0. (4.7)
Remark 4.1. In the previous examples, the calculations for determining the linearizing
transformations were confined to particular solutions of Eqs. (2.25)–(2.28). The reason
was that, by considering the general solutions to Eqs. (2.25)–(2.28), we would add only
the symmetry and equivalence transformations for the original and linearized equations,
respectively.
4.2. An example on Theorem 2.2
Consider the nonlinear equation
y′′′ + 1
y′
[−3y′′2 − xy′5]= 0. (4.8)
It has the form (2.11) with the following coefficients:
r = 0, C0 = C1 = C2 = 0,
D0 = D1 = D2 = D3 = D4 = 0, D5 = −x. (4.9)
Let us test Eq. (4.8) for linearization by using Theorem 2.2. It is manifest that the coef-
ficients (4.9) satisfy Eqs. (2.33)–(2.39). Furthermore, Eq. (2.40) also holds since (2.41)
yields
H = 2. (4.10)













and hence:ϕ = ϕ(y), ψ = −Wxϕ′(y) + ω(y). (4.11)




















− ψ − Wxϕ′ (4.13)
for ψ(x, y), respectively. Using the expression for ψ given in (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) for ϕ,








ω′ − ω − ω′′′ = 0.
Hence, one can satisfy Eq. (4.13) by letting ω(y) = 0. Then the construction of the lin-
earizing transformation requires integration of Eq. (4.12) known in the literature as the
Schwarzian equation. Its general solution is provided by the straight lines
ϕ = ky + l, k, l = const., (4.14)
and the hyperbolas
ϕ = a + 1
b − cy , a, b, c = const. (4.15)
Let us take the simplest solution ϕ = y of the form (4.14). Then (2.46) yields α = 1.
Now we set W = −1,ω = 0 in (4.11) and arrive at the change of variables
t = y, u = x, (4.16)
reducing (4.8) to the following linear equation:
u′′′ + u = 0. (4.17)
Taking the solution to Eq. (4.12) in the form (4.15), one obtains from (2.46):




Thus, eliminating b − cy by using Eq. (4.15) written as t = a + (b − cy)−1, one obtains
α(t) = [c(t − a)2]−3. Hence, the change of variables
t = a + 1
b − cy , u = x (4.18)
maps Eq. (4.8) to the following alternative linear equation:
u′′′ + u
c3(t − a)6 = 0. (4.19)
It is known, however, that the two equations (4.17) and (4.19) are equivalent. Therefore,
Eq. (4.17) and the change of variables (4.16) can be regarded as a standard linearization
of Eq. (4.8).
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A transformation
t = ϕ(x, y,p), u = ψ(x, y,p), q = g(x, y,p) (5.1)
of the variables x, y and p = y′ ≡ dy/dx is called a contact transformation if it obeys the
contact condition q = u′ = du/dt , i.e., if
g(x, y,p) = Dxψ(x, y,p)
Dxϕ(x, y,p)
. (5.2)
Equation (5.2) implies that the functions ϕ,ψ and g are related by
ψp = gϕp, ψx + pψy = (ϕx + pϕy)g. (5.3)
Furthermore, the functions ϕ,ψ and g should be functionally independent, i.e., should
have the nonvanishing Jacobian. The latter condition, invoking (5.3), is written as follows:
(ϕyg − ψy)
[
(gx + pgy)ϕp − (ϕx + pϕy)gp
] = 0.
It follows, in particular, that if ϕp = 0 then ψp = 0, and hence (5.1) is a point transfor-
mation considered in the previous sections. Therefore, we assume in what follows that
ϕp = 0.
One can verify that if one applies the contact transformation (5.1) to the general linear
equation, e.g., taken in Laguerre’s form
u′′′ + α(t)u = 0, (5.4)
one arrives at nonlinear equations that are at most cubic in the second-order derivative, i.e.,
at the following equations indicated by Lie (see Introduction):
y′′′ + a(x, y, y′)y′′3 + b(x, y, y′)y′′2 + c(x, y, y′)y′′ + d(x, y, y′) = 0. (5.5)
5.1. Second-order relative invariants of contact transformations
It was mentioned in the previous sections (Remarks 2.1 and 2.5) that the second-order
relative invariants of point transformations play a central part in the linearization problem.
Therefore, let us investigate relative invariants for Eq. (5.5) with respect to the contact
transformations. The search for second-order invariants of the equivalence group leads to
the following result.
Lemma 5.1. The contact transformations (5.1) have two distinctly different systems of
invariant equations. The first system has the form
J1 = 0, J2 = 0, J3 = 0, J4 = 0, (5.6)
where J1, J2, J3, J4 are the second-order relative invariants defined by
J1 = 27apx + 27apyp − 18apc − 18axb − 18aybp + 81ay + 18bpb − 9bpp
+ 18bxa + 18byap − 36cpa − 54a2d + 18abc − 4b3,J2 = −18apd − 18axc + 9axx − 18aycp + 18ayxp + 9ayyp2 + 6bpc + 3bpx
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J3 = 36axd + 36aydp − 6bxx − 12byxp − 6byyp2 − 6cpc + 3cpx + 3cpyp − 6cxb
− 6cybp − 21cy + 18dpb + 9dpp + 18dxa + 18dyap − 18acd
+ 12b2d − 2bc2,
J4 = −36bxd − 36bydp + 18cpd + 18cxc + 9cxx + 18cycp + 18cyxp + 9cyyp2
− 18dpc − 27dpx − 27dpyp − 18dxb − 18dybp + 54dy + 54ad2
− 18bcd + 4c3.
The second invariant system has the form
J5 = 0, J6 = 0, (5.7)




















Proof. The generator of the group of contact transformations has the form






+ ζ a ∂
∂a
+ ζ b ∂
∂b
+ ζ c ∂
∂c




ξ = −Wp, η = (W − pWp), ζ = (Wx + pWy)
and
ζ a = −3Wpypa − 3Wpxa − Wppp + Wppb − 2Wya,
ζ b = −Wpypb − 3Wpy − Wpxb − 3Wppyp − 3Wppx + 2Wppc − 6Wyxpa
− 3Wyyp2a − Wyb − 3Wxxa,
ζ c = −6Wpyxp − 3Wpyyp2 + Wpypc − 3Wpxx + Wpxc + 3Wppd − 4Wyxpb
− 3Wyx − 2Wyyp2b − 3Wyyp − 2Wxxb,
ζ d = 3Wpypd + 3Wpxd − 3Wyxxp − 2Wyxpc − Wyyyp3 − 3Wyyxp2
− Wyyp2c + Wyd − Wxxx − Wxxc.
Here W(x,y,p) is an arbitrary function known as the characteristic function of the con-
tact transformation group. The reckoning shows that the invariant test yields the following
equations:




























where J1, J2, J3 and J4 are the quantities used in (5.6). The above equations have only the
trivial solution F = const., and hence there are no absolute invariants. Therefore, we look
for relative invariants defined by equations
Fi(J1, J2, J3, J4) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k, (Φ)
such that
Sj (Fi)|(Φ) = 0, j = 1,2,3,4; i = 1, . . . , k.
Let J4|(Φ) = 0. Then, setting F1 = J4 and considering the equation S4(F ) = 0, one
obtains J3 = 0. This implies S4(J3) = 2J2 = 0, whence S4(J2) = −J1 = 0. Hence, the
equation J4 = 0 implies J1 = 0, J2 = 0, J3 = 0. Likewise, J3 = 0 implies J1 = 0, J2 = 0,
J4 = 0. Thus, we arrive at the invariant system (5.6).
Now we let J4|(Φ) = 0. In this case, the general solution to the equation S1 = 0 has the
form
F = F(J4, J5, J6)
with J5 and J6 used in (5.7). The remaining equations become:
S2(F ) ≡ 3 ∂F
∂J6
J6 + 2 ∂F
∂J5
J5 = 0, S3(F ) ≡ ∂F
∂J5
J5 + 3 ∂F
∂J4
J4 = 0,










The equation S3(F ) = 0 yields
F = F(J7, J6),
where J7 = 9J−14 J 35 . The remaining two equations become:
∂F
∂J6
J6 + 2 ∂F
∂J7









If J5 = 0, then J7 = 0 and there are no invariant equations. On the other hand, if J5 = 0





Thus, we arrive at the invariant system (5.7) thus completing the proof. 
5.2. Equations equivalent to u′′′ = 0





. (5.8)In the case α = 0, after running the program, we obtain the following result.
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ficients obey Eqs. (5.6):
J1 = 0, J2 = 0, J3 = 0, J4 = 0. (5.6)
Provided that the four conditions (5.6) are satisfied, the transformation (5.1) linearizing
Eq. (5.5) to u′′′ = 0 is obtained by solving the following compatible system of equations
ϕ(x, y,p), ψ(x, y,p), g(x, y,p), k(x, y,p) and H(x,y,p):
Dˆψ = Hg, ψy = ϕyg + k, ψp = ϕpg,
ϕpDˆg = Hgp − k, 3gyϕ2p = 3ϕppk + 3aHk + ϕp(3ϕygp − bk),
ϕpgpp = (ϕppgp + ak),
3ϕ2pDˆk = 3ϕppHk + 3aH 2k − Hϕpbk + 3ϕpϕyk,
9ϕ2pky = 18ϕpyϕpk − 9ϕppϕyk + 3aHk(2ϕpc − 3ϕy) − 9aϕ2pdk




+ ϕpk(−3cpϕp + ϕpbc + 3ϕyb),
3ϕpkp = 3ϕppk + 3aHk − ϕpbk,
54ϕ2pϕyy = 108ϕpyϕpϕy − 54ϕppϕ2y + 6aH
(
3ϕ2pbd − 2ϕ2pc2 + 3ϕ2pDˆc
+ 6ϕpϕyc − 9ϕ2y
)+ 18aϕ2p(2ϕpcd − 3ϕpDˆd − 3ϕyd)
+ 18DˆaHϕp(2ϕpc − 3ϕy) − 108Dˆaϕ3pd − 18DˆbHϕ2pb
+ 6Dˆbϕ2p(ϕpc + 3ϕy) + Hϕp
(−6bpϕpc + 18bpϕy − 27byϕp




9bpϕ2pd − 9cpϕpϕy + 27cyϕ2p − 9(Dˆc)pϕ2p − 9dpϕ2pb
− 12ϕ2pb2d + 2ϕ2pbc2 + 6ϕ2pbDˆc + 9ϕ2pDˆ2b + 3ϕpϕybc + 9ϕ2yb
)
,
54ϕ2pϕppy = 108ϕpyϕppϕp + 54ϕpyaHϕp − 18ϕpyϕ2pb − 27ϕ2ppϕy
− 54ϕppaHϕy + 18ϕppϕpϕyb + 9a2H 2(−2ϕpc − 3ϕy) + 54a2Hϕ2pd
+ 27aDˆaH 2ϕp − 18aDˆbHϕ2p + 3aH 2ϕp
(−3bp + 2b2)
+ 6aHϕp(3cpϕp − ϕpbc + 3ϕyb) + 9aϕp
(−3dpϕ2p − 4ϕ2pbd + 2ϕ2pc2
− ϕ2pDˆc − 2ϕpϕyc − 3ϕ2y
)+ 9Dˆaϕ2p(−4ϕpc + 3ϕy) + 18Dˆbϕ3pb
− 54Hayϕ2p + ϕ2p
(
6bpϕpc − 9bpϕy + 45byϕp − 6cpϕpb − 9(Dˆb)pϕp
− 2ϕpb2c + 27ϕpDˆ2a + 3ϕyb2
)
,
6ϕpϕppp = 9ϕ2pp − 9a2H 2 + 6aHϕpb − 12aϕpϕy − 3Dˆaϕ2p





3ϕ2pDˆH = 3ϕppH 2 + 3aH 3 − H 2ϕpb + Hϕp(−ϕpc + 3ϕy) + 3ϕ3pd,(
18ϕpHy = 18ϕpyH + 6aH 2c − 18aHϕpd − 9DˆaH 2
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(
3bp − 2b2
)+ 2Hϕp(−3cp + bc) + 9dpϕ2p
+ 6ϕ2pbd − 2ϕ2pc2 − 3ϕ2pDˆc + 9ϕ2y
)
,
3ϕpHp = 3ϕppH + 3aH 2 − 2Hϕpb + ϕp(ϕpc + 3ϕy),
where
H = ϕx + pϕy, k = ϕpgx + ϕpgyp − ϕxgp − ϕygpp = 0.
5.3. Equations equivalent to u′′′ + α(t)u = 0
The test for linearization by contact transformation by reducing to equations of the form
u′′′ + α(t)u = 0 with α(t) = 0 is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Equation (5.5) is reducible to a linear equation u′′′ + α(t)u = 0 with
α(t) = 0 if and only if J1 = 0 and the following eight equations hold:
J3 = −J 22 /J1, J4 = J 32 /J 21 ,
J1DˆJ1 = J1pJ2 + 3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c,
J 21 DˆJ2 = J2pJ1J2 + 2aJ 32 − bJ1J 22 + J 31 d,
9J 21 J2pp = 9apJ1J 22 − 6bpJ 21 J2 + 9J1ppJ1J2 − 15J 21pJ2 + 15J1pJ2pJ1
+ J1p
(−15aJ 22 + 4bJ1J2 + J 21 c)+ 3J1yJ 21
+ 6J2pJ1(3aJ2 − bJ1) + 3cpJ 31 ,
18J 31 J2x = −3bpJ 21 J 22 p − 9J 21pJ 22 p + 18J1pJ2pJ1J2p
+ 6J1pJ2p
(−3aJ 22 + 2bJ1J2 − J 21 c)− 18J1yJ 21 J2p − 9J 22pJ 21 p
+ 6J2pJ1
(
3aJ 22 p − 2bJ1J2p + J 21 cp + 3J1J2
)− 9dpJ 41 p
+ 6cpJ 31 J2p − 9a2J 42 p + 12abJ1J 32 p + 18aJ 31 J2dp − 12aJ 21 J 22 cp
+ 36aJ1J 32 − 2b2J 21 J 22 p − 6bJ 41 dp + 2bJ 31 J2cp − 18bJ 21 J 22 + J 41 c2p
+ 3J 41 Dˆcp + 18J 41 d − 6J 31 J2Dˆbp + 9J 21 J 22 Dˆap,
18J 31 J2y = 3bpJ 21 J 22 + 9J 21pJ 22 − 18J1pJ2pJ1J2 + 6J1pJ2
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)
+ 18J1yJ 21 J2 + 9J 22pJ 21 + 6J2pJ1
(−3aJ 22 + 2bJ1J2 − J 21 c)
+ 9dpJ 41 − 6cpJ 31 J2 + 9a2J 42 − 12abJ1J 32 − 18aJ 31 J2d
+ 12aJ 21 J 22 c + 2b2J 21 J 22 + 6bJ 41 d − 2bJ 31 J2c − J 41 c2 − 3J 41 Dˆc
+ 6J 31 J2Dˆb − 9J 21 J 22 Dˆa,
54apJ1pJ1J 22 − 54apJ2pJ 21 J2 + 18apJ1J2
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)
− 36bpJ1pJ 21 J2 + 36bpJ2pJ 31 + 3bpJ 21
(−9aJ 22 + 8bJ1J2 − 6J 21 c)
+ 18J1ppJ1pJ1J2 − 18J1ppJ2pJ 21 + 6J1ppJ1
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)
( )− 24J 31pJ2 + 24J 21pJ2pJ1 + J 21p −123aJ 22 + 22bJ1J2 − 8J 21 c
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(−63a2J 32 + 45abJ1J 22
− 39aJ 21 J2c + 4b2J 21 J2 + bJ 31 c + 27J 21 J2Dˆa
)+ 6J1yJ 21 (−3aJ2 + bJ1)
− 81J 22paJ 21 + 6J2pJ1
(
18a2J 22 − 12abJ1J2 + 12aJ 21 c − 2b2J 21 − 9J 21 Dˆa
)
+ 27dpaJ 41 + 54ayJ 31 J2 − 45byJ 41 + 18J1pyJ 31 − 18cpaJ 31 J2 + 6cpbJ 41
+ 9(Dˆb)pJ 41 − 27a3J 42 + 36a2bJ1J 32 − 54a2J 31 J2d − 36a2J 21 J 22 c
− 6ab2J 21 J 22 + 36abJ 41 d + 42abJ 31 J2c − 33aJ 41 c2 + 9aJ 41 Dˆc
+ 18aJ 31 J2Dˆb + 27aJ 21 J 22 Dˆa − 8b3J 31 J2 + 6b2J 41 c − 18bJ 41 Dˆb
− 36bJ 31 J2Dˆa + J 41 J2 + 54J 41 cDˆa − 27J 41 Dˆ2a = 0,
810apJ1pJ1J 22 d − 810apJ2pJ 21 J2d + 270apJ1J2d
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)
− 540bpJ1pJ 21 J2d + 540bpJ2pJ 31 d + 9bpJ 21
(−45aJ 22 d + 40bJ1J2d
− 30J 21 cd − 6J 21 Dˆd
)+ 270J1ppJ1pJ1J2d − 270J1ppJ2pJ 21 d
+ 90J1ppJ1d
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)− 360J 31pJ2d + 360J 21pJ2pJ1d
+ 15J 21pd
(−123aJ 22 + 22bJ1J2 − 8J 21 c)− 360J1pJ1yJ 21 d
+ 90J1pJ2pJ1d(30aJ2 − bJ1) + 3J1p
(−630a2J 32 d + 450abJ1J 22 d
− 390aJ 21 J2cd + 40b2J 21 J2d + 10bJ 31 cd + 270J 21 J2Dˆad − J1J 32
)
+ 90J1yJ 21 d(−3aJ2 + bJ1) − 1215J 22paJ 21 d + 9J2pJ1
(
180a2J 22 d
− 120abJ1J2d + 120aJ 21 cd − 20b2J 21 d − 90J 21 Dˆad + J1J 22
)
+ 9dpJ 41 (45ad − 2bc + 6Dˆb) + 810ayJ 31 J2d − 486byJ 41 d + 270J1pyJ 31 d
− 270cpaJ 31 J2d + 108cpbJ 41 d − 90cyJ 41 c + 54(Dˆb)pJ 41 d + 18(Dˆc)pJ 41 c
− 243(Dˆc)yJ 41 + 54(Dˆ2c)pJ 41 + 81dpyJ 41 + 162dybJ 41 − 405a3J 42 d
+ 540a2bJ1J 32 d − 810a2J 31 J2d2 − 540a2J 21 J 22 cd − 90ab2J 21 J 22 d + 594abJ 41 d2
+ 630abJ 31 J2cd − 495aJ 41 c2d − 54aJ 41 cDˆd − 27aJ 41 Dˆcd + 162aJ 41 Dˆ2d
+ 270aJ 31 J2Dˆbd + 405aJ 21 J 22 Dˆad + 9aJ1J 42 − 120b3J 31 J2d + 72b2J 41 cd
+ 36b2J 41 Dˆd + 4bJ 41 c3 − 144bJ 41 Dˆbd − 18bJ 41 Dˆ2c − 540bJ 31 J2Dˆad
− 4bJ 21 J 32 + 24J 41 J2d − 18J 41 c2Dˆb + 702J 41 cDˆad − 36J 41 cDˆ2b
+ 486J 41 DˆaDˆd − 54J 41 DˆbDˆc − 54J 41 Dˆ3b − 3J 31 J 22 c = 0.
Note that the first two equations of this system, J3 = −J 22 /J1, J4 = J 32 /J 21 , are equivalent
to the invariant system (5.7). The other equations define relative invariants up to the fourth-
order.
The coefficient α(t) of the resulting linear equation is given by( )
α = J1/ 54ϕ3p = 0.
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compatible system of 11 equations for four functions ϕ(x, y,p), ψ(x, y,p), g(x, y,p) and
k(x, y,p):
J1Dˆϕ = ϕpJ2, 3J 21 ϕy = ϕp
(−3J1pJ2 + 3J2pJ1 − 3aJ 22 + 2bJ1J2 − J 21 c),
6J 21 ϕpϕppp = 9ϕ2ppJ 21 + ϕ2p
(
12J1paJ2 − 12J2paJ1 − 6apJ1J2 + 3bpJ 21 + 3a2J 22
− 2abJ1J2 + 4aJ 21 c − b2J 21 − 3J 21 Dˆa
)
,
ϕpJ1Dˆg = ϕpgpJ2 − J1k,
3ϕ2pJ 21 gy = 3ϕppJ 21 k + ϕpJ1k(3aJ2 − bJ1)
+ ϕ2pgp
(−3J1pJ2 + 3J2pJ1 − 3aJ 22 + 2bJ1J2 − J 21 c),
54ϕpgpp = 54ϕppgp + 54ak − J1ψ,
ψp = ϕpg, J1Dˆψ = ϕpJ2g,
3J 21 ψy = −3J1pϕpJ2g + 3J2pϕpJ1g + 3J 21 k + ϕpg
(−3aJ 22 + 2bJ1J2 − J 21 c),
3ϕpJ 21 Dˆk = −3J1pϕpJ2k + 3J2pϕpJ1k + 3ϕppJ1J2k + ϕpJ1k(bJ2 − J1c),
108ϕpJ 41 ky = 54kJ1(2ϕppJ1 − apϕpJ2p)(J2pJ1 − J1pJ2)
+ 36ϕppJ 21 k





3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)− 36bpJ1pJ 21 J2p
+ 36bpJ2pJ 31 p + 3bpJ 21
(−9aJ 22 p + 8bJ1J2p − 6J 21 cp + 12J1J2)
+ 18J1ppJ1pJ1J2p − 18J1ppJ2pJ 21 p
+ 6J1ppJ1p
(
3aJ 22 − 2bJ1J2 + J 21 c
)− 24J 31pJ2p
+ 24J 21pJ2pJ1p + J 21p
(−123aJ 22 p + 22bJ1J2p − 8J 21 cp + 72J1J2)
− 24J1pJ1yJ 21 p + 6J1pJ2pJ1(30aJ2p − bJ1p − 12J1)
+ 2J1p
(−63a2J 32 p + 45abJ1J 22 p − 39aJ 21 J2cp + 90aJ1J 22
+ 4b2J 21 J2p + bJ 31 cp − 42bJ 21 J2 + 12J 31 c + 27J 21 J2Dˆap
)
+ 6J1yJ 21 (−3aJ2p + bJ1p + 12J1) − 81J 22paJ 21 p
+ 6J2pJ1
(
18a2J 22 p − 12abJ1J2p + 12aJ 21 cp − 18aJ1J2
− 2b2J 21 p + 6bJ 21 − 9J 21 Dˆap
)+ 27dpaJ 41 p
+ 54ayJ 31 J2p − 45byJ 41 p + 18J1pyJ 31 p − 18cpaJ 31 J2p + 6cpbJ 41 p
− 36cpJ 41 + 9(Dˆb)pJ 41 p − 27a3J 42 p + 36a2bJ1J 32 p − 54a2J 31 J2dp
− 36a2J 21 J 22 cp + 108a2J1J 32 − 6ab2J 21 J 22 p + 36abJ 41 dp
+ 42abJ 31 J2cp − 108abJ 21 J 22 − 33aJ 41 c2p + 9aJ 41 Dˆcp − 108aJ 41 d
+ 108aJ 31 J2c + 18aJ 31 J2Dˆbp + 27aJ 21 J 22 Dˆap − 8b3J 31 J2p
+ 6b2J 41 cp − 18bJ 41 Dˆbp − 36bJ 31 J2Dˆap + J 41 J2p + 54J 41 cDˆap
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]
,
3ϕpJ1kp = 3ϕppJ1k + ϕpk(3aJ2 − bJ1).
5.4. Examples
Example 5.1. It is known [7] (see also [5, Section 8.3.3]) that the equations
(C) y′′′ = 3y
′y′′2





describing the families of circles and hyperbolas, respectively, are connected by a complex
transformation, and that Eq. (5.9)(H) can be linearized to the equation u′′′ = 0 by a con-
tact transformation (specifically, by the Legendre transformation). One can readily check
that Eq. (5.9)(C) also satisfies the conditions (5.6), and hence can be reduced to u′′′ = 0
by a (real valued) contact transformation. The reckoning yields the following linearizing
transformation:
ϕ = y(1 +
√
p2 + 1 )
p
− x, ψ = −y
(











An alternative transformation is
ϕ = −(p +
√
1 + p2 ), ψ = (px − y)(p +
√
1 + p2 ),
g = y − x(p +
√
1 + p2 ).
Remark 5.1. It is stated in [10] that the contact transformation
t = −2xg(x, y,p), u = y + xp, u′ = g(x, y,p),
where g2 = −p, (5.10)
maps the equation u′′′ = 0 to the equation for circles (5.9)(C). However, the transformation
(5.10) relates the equation u′′′ = 0 with Eq. (5.9)(H) but not with (C).
Example 5.2. Consider again the equations of the form (2.6). One can readily verify that
two of the conditions for linearization by a contact transformation are satisfied, namely
J1 = 0 and J2 = 0. Equating to zero two other invariants, J3 and J4, we conclude that
Eq. (2.6) can be mapped by a contact transformation to the equation u′′′ = 0 if and only if
the following equations hold:
2(3B2 − 3A1x − A0A1) = 7(A0y − A1x), 9B3 = 3A1y + A21,
3(A0y − A1x)y − A1(A0y − A1x) = 0,
6(A0y − A1x)x + 2A0(A0y − A1x) − 3
(
3B1 − A20 − 3A0x
)
y
= 0,9A0xx + 18A0xA0 + 54B0y − 27B1x + 4A30 − 18A0B1 + 18A1B0 = 0. (5.11)
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and noting that Eqs. (2.22)–(2.23) imply the first four equations (5.11), we conclude that
Eq. (2.6) is linearizable simultaneously by contact and point transformations if and only if
its coefficients satisfy the equation Ω = 0 and Eqs. (2.22)–(2.23).
For example, the equation
y′′′ + 3
y
y′y′′ − 3y′′ − 3
y
y′2 + 2y′ − y = 0
is linearizable by a point transformation, but it is not linearizable by a contact transforma-
tion.
On the other hand, the equation
y′′′ + yy′′ + 1
54
(
63p2 + 24y2p + y4)= 0
can be linearized by a contact transformation, but cannot be linearized by a point transfor-
mation since A0y − A1x = 0.
Example 5.3. The equation
y′′′ + yy′′ + β(1 − y′2)= 0
widely used in hydrodynamics (it is called the Blasius equation when β = 0, the Hiemenz
flow when β = 1, and also known as the Falkner–Skan equation [9]) is linearizable neither
by point nor contact transformation.
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